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ARBITRATING AGRICULTURAL DISPUTES: THE
NATIONAL GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION'S
EXPERIENCE
DAVID

I.

C. BARRErr, JR.*

INTRODUCTION'

The National Grain and Feed Association's (NGFA) Arbitration System is believed to be one of the oldest industry-based arbitration systems existing in this country. While it was formally
established in 1901, it was created at the initial meeting of the
Grain Dealers National Association (NGFA's original name) on
November 9, 1896, in Chicago, Illinois.
The Association's original constitution and bylaws contained
the beginnings of an arbitration system, and the minutes of board
meetings in the early years of the organization disclose that disputes were both mediated and arbitrated by the secretary and the
board. On November 2, 1898, members at the annual meeting
voted to establish a formal arbitration committee to formulate
rules on arbitration. On October 3, 1901, the Arbitration Rules
were formally adopted. The Arbitration System has operated continuously since that time with various amendments to the Rules
adopted over the years. A copy of the current Arbitration Rules is
included as Appendix A.
Closely related to the NGFA's Arbitration System are the
Trade Rules, which facilitate trade between NGFA members and
all firms in the grain, feed and processing industry. The Trade
Rules apply to transactions between members unless the parties
agree otherwise.2 Additionally, both members and nonmembers
frequently make the Trade Rules applicable to transactions by specifically referencing them in contracts. The initial set of Trade
Rules, first adopted in 1902, were the Grain Trade Rules. Today,
the Grain Trade Rules have been supplemented by Feed Trade
* Counsel for Public Affairs/National Secretary, National Grain and Feed Association,
Washington, D.C.
1. Paper based on speech delivered by Mr. Barrett on November 2, 1991 in Atlanta,
Georgia at the TWELFTH ANNUAL MEETING AND EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE OF THE
AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL LAW ASSOCIATION.

2. The preambles to each set of the NGFA's Trade Rules (Grain, Feed and Barge Trade
Rules and Barge Freight Trading Rules) provide that: "[a]ll Active members are free to
agree upon any contractual provisions which they deem appropriate and these rules apply
only to the extent that the parties to a contract have not altered the terms of the rules, or
the contract is silent as to a matter dealt with by the pertinent rule." NATIONAL GRAIN
AND FEED ASSOCIATION, TRADE RULES AND ARBITRATION RULES, 3, 15, 23 (1991).
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Rules (adopted in 1921) and the Barge Trade Rules (adopted in
1964). The stand-alone Barge Freight Trading Rules (affreight-

ment) were adopted in 1981 and are the most recent rules addition. The NGFA's Trade Rules Committee reviews the rules each

year to ensure that they continue to be current and relevant.
Importantly, the rules are designed to reflect trade practices, not
to create or establish them.

The NGFA is a voluntary association of grain and feed firms.
Membership is comprised of more than 1300 companies with over
5000 facilities that store, handle, merchandise and process more
than two-thirds of all U.S. Grains. The NGFA also has a network of
more than forty affiliated State and Regional Grain and Feed
Associations comprising over 10,000 member companies.

Included in NGFA's membership are local country elevators, terminal elevators, feed mills and processing plants, export elevators,
commodity brokers and grain merchants and others who provide
products or services to the industry. NGFA's members comprise
the largest sector of American agri-business.3
II.

ENFORCEABILITY OF ABRITRATION

A.

GENERALLY

The enforceability of arbitration agreements is now well
established under both federal and state law.4 The United States is
also a signatory to two international agreements on arbitration
which are of particular importance to firms engaging in cross-border business with Mexico and Canada.5
3. NATIONAL GRAIN AND FEED AssoCIATION, 1991-92 DIRECTORY YEARBOOK, 337

(1991) (containing the NGFA's Bylaws). The NGFA's Bylaws provide for five classes of

membership in the Association, namely: Active Members, Associate Members, Honorary
Members, Affiliated Association Members and Allied Members. Id. Only Active and
Affiliated Association Members have the right to vote at all meetings of the Association. Id.
While Allied Members do not have the right to vote, they do have the right to serve on
arbitration committees and the Barge Freight Trading Rules Subcommittee of the Trade
Rules Committee. Id.
4. See 9 U.S.C. §§ 201-208 (1988). See also, The United States (Federal) Arbitration Act,
9 U.S.C. §§ 1-307 (1988) (the federal law regarding arbitration). A majority of the states
have adopted the provisions of the Uniform Arbitration Act, 9 U.L.A. 1 (West 1985 and
Supp. 1991). Doubts concerning the scope of arbitration are generally resolved in favor of
arbitration. See Moses H. Cone Mem. Hosp. v. Mercury Constr. Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 24-25
(1983); Independence Bank v. Erin Mechanical, 550 N.E.2d 198, 200 (1988).
5. The Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign ArbitralAwards, 9
U.S.C. §§ 201-208 (1988), governs arbitrations with Canadian firms. The Inter-American
Convention on InternationalCommercial Arbitration governs arbitrations with Mexican
firms. See 9 U.S.C. § 305 (1988) (Mexico is also a signatory to the Convention on the
Recognition of Foreign Arbitral Awards, but the Inter-American Convention would apply
to transactions between American and Mexican firms.) See 9 U.S.C. § 305 (1988).
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NGFA ARBITRATION

Members of NGFA consent to arbitrate disputes with each
other when they apply for membership in the Association. The
NGFA's bylaws require that Active 6 and Allied 7 members are to
comply with the Trade Rules8 (when applicable) and Arbitration
Rules. The bylaws further require the expulsion of members who
refuse to arbitrate a trade dispute with another member or fail to
abide by a final arbitration decision.' The right of NGFA to expel
a member for refusal to abide by an arbitration award was established early in the Association's history. 1
C.

NGFA ARBITRATION JURISDICTION

The NGFA Arbitration Rules set forth the basis for jurisdiction
over disputes filed with NGFA. The Arbitration System is always

operational and is governed by procedures that ensure fairness for
all types and sizes of companies. As noted previously, arbitration is
mandatory for NGFA members involved in trade disputes with

another Active or Allied member of the Association. However,
NGFA's Arbitration System is also available for resolving disputes
with nonmembers. Use of the Arbitration System in disputes

between members and nonmembers can occur in one of three
ways:

1. The contract between the NGFA member and nonmember can include a clause that requires arbitration
6. "An Active Member shall be any individual or firm engaged in the warehousing,
processing, manufacturing, merchandising, or distribution of grain or feed, or feed
ingredients, and whose membership in this corporation is independent of his membership
in any other organization." NATIONAL GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION BYLAWS, Art. II,

§ 2(a).

7. "An Allied member shall be any individual or firm which sells or leases barge freight
to the grain industry, provided that no individual or firm which is eligible to be an active
member may be an Allied member." BYLAWS supra note 6, Art. II, § 2(e).
8. In the case of Active members, the provisions of the Grain, Feed and Barge Trade
Rules are applicable to transactions with other Active members "unless otherwise and
specifically agreed to at the time of the trade, or subsequent thereto." See NATIONAL
GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION, supra note 2, at 3, 15, 23 (containing the Preambles of the
NGFA Grain, Feed and Barge trade rules). Similarly, the Preamble to the Barge Freight
Trading Rules provides they are applicable to all transactions between or among Active and
Allied members "unless otherwise and specifically agreed to at the time of the trade, or
subsequent thereto." Importantly, members may agree upon any contractual provisions
which they deem appropriate.
9. "Neglect after written request by the Secretary of the Association, or refusal to
submit to arbitration the subject matter of any controversy with another Member or failure
to comply with the award of an Arbitration Committee, shall be deemed uncommercial
conduct, and grounds for expulsion from membership of this Association." BYLAWS, supra
note 6, Art. IX, § 2(b).
10. See The Paddock Hodge Co. v. Grain Dealers' Nat'l Assoc., 18 Ohio App. 66 (1921);
see generally 6 AM. JuR. 2d Associations and Clubs § 32 (1963 & Supp. 1991).
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of disputes through the NGFA. Under Section 3(aX2)
of the Arbitration Rules, the parties are deemed to
have consented to arbitration. Of course, in some
instances a party might have to obtain a court order
to force arbitration.1 1
The NGFA member and the nonmember can consent
to have NGFA arbitrate the dispute after it arises,
even though the contract between the parties does
not require arbitration.
A court can order that a case between an NGFA
member and nonmember be arbitrated through the
NGFA. Normally a court will not order arbitration
unless an arbitration clause of some sort was contained in the underlying contract. 1 2 Of course, if the
contract contains even a broad, nonspecific arbitration clause, it is quite reasonable for a party to urge
that NGFA's Arbitration System be used if one or
both parties are NGFA members and the dispute
involves an issue related to the grain or feed business.

Importantly, the NGFA does not arbitrate disputes involving
solely nonmember firms, even if both contractually agree to use
the Arbitration System. In 1990, NGFA developed a sample grain
purchase contract as a model for use between grain companies
and producers which contains the following arbitration clause:
11. A number of cases have been arbitrated by the NGFA after one of the parties
obtained a court order. See, e.g., The Bunge Corporation v. Tucker, NOFA Arbitration Case
No. 1517 (May 28, 1975). Section 3(d) of the Arbitration Rules expressly provides for
arbitration between a member and nonmember after issuance of a court order. See
NATIONAL GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION, TRADE RULES AND ARBITRATION RULES, § 3(d)

(Appendix A) [hereinafter ARBITRATION RULES].
12. Some state laws now require arbitration clauses to be inserted in agricultural
contracts under certain circumstances. Minnesota law provides that contracts involving
agricultural commodities "must contain language providing for resolution of contract
disputes by either mediation or arbitration." MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 17.90-91 (1990)
(emphasis added). The term "agricultural commodity" is broadly defined in the statute and
appears to apply to both the purchase and sale of agricultural commodities by "a person
who in the ordinary course of business buys agricultural commodities grown or raised" in
Minnesota, "or who contracts with a producer to raise agricultural commodities" in
Minnesota. Id. Arkansas now provides for a statutory form of notice of mandatory
arbitration for disputes over "defective agricultural seed." ARK. CODE ANN. § 2-23-102
(Supp. 1991). If a buyer of agricultural seed provides the statutory notice, then, "within ten
(10) days after the alleged defect or violation becomes apparent," the aggrieved buyer must
file a complaint with the Director of the Arkansas State Plant Board. Id. The Director of
the Arkansas Plant Board then refers the complaint to an arbitration committee composed
of persons set forth by law. ARK. CODE ANN. §§ 2-23-104, 105 (Michie Supp. 1991); see also
IDAHO CODE § 22-436 (Bobbs-Merrill 1988 & Supp. 1991). Quite frankly, the Arkansas law
seems to primarily be a trap for the unwary buyer who fails to submit his arbitration
complaint within the ten (10) day period and, thus, loses his right to litigate or arbitrate his
claim.
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ARBITRATION: The parties to this contract agree that the

sole remedy for resolution of any and all disagreements or
disputes arising under this contract shall be through arbi-

tration proceedings before the National Grain and Feed
Association (NGFA) under NGFA Arbitration Rules. The
decision and award determined through such arbitration
shall be final and binding upon the buyer and seller.
Judgment upon the arbitration award may be entered
and enforced in any court having jurisdiction thereof.13

Section 3(d) of the Arbitration Rules requires parties to file
arbitration complaints within twelve months after the expiration
date for performance of the contract or contracts involved in the
dispute.' 4 The time-bar rule for filing actions focuses on the time
period during which performance could have occurred rather
than actual performance of the contract(s).
III.

MECHANICS OF NGFA ARBITRATION
A.

COMMENCING A CASE

Filing a case with NGFA for arbitration is rather simple. The
party desiring to arbitrate files a complaint, which can be in the

form of a letter, with the National Secretary. Section 5(a) of the
Arbitration Rules merely requires that the claimant state the

nature of the dispute, the defendant's complete name and address,
applicable contract numbers, date of the incident giving rise to the

dispute, and the amount of damages being claimed.
Once the NGFA receives an arbitration complaint, it is first
13. NATIONAL GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION, SAMPLE GRAIN PURCHASE CONTRACT
No. 1 (August 1990); NATIONAL GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION, SAMPLE GRAIN PURCHASE
CONFIRMATION MEMORANDUM No. 2 (August 1990). The arbitration clause is, of course,
also appropriate for use in contracts between commercial entities involved in domestic
trades. Increasingly, the NGFA's Trade Rules and Arbitration Rules are referred to in
contracts involving cross-border movements of grain and feed to Canada and Mexico. The
United States, Canada and Mexico are signatories to The United Nations Convention on
Contractsfor the InternationalSale of Goods which requires an express provision excluding
its applicability for a contract not to be governed by its provisions. See 52 Fed. Reg. 6262
(1987) (official publication). Parties involved in cross-border movements in North America
should familiarize themselves with the provisions of the Convention and include
appropriate provisions in their contracts.
14. Section 3(d) of the Arbitration Rules (Appendix A) also provides that when a case is
being arbitrated between a member and nonmember "pursuant to court order, the
complaint must be filed with the National Secretary by either or both parties within 30 days
of issuance of court order." ARBITRATION RULES, supra note 11, § 3(d). Since members
agree to arbitrate disputes with each other by becoming members of the NGFA, a court
order is not ordinarily necessary to initiate an arbitration between members. Of course, if a
member were a debtor in a bankruptcy case, a court order granting relief from the
automatic stay provisions of 11 U.S.C. § 362 may be required in order for the plaintiff to file
the complaint with the NGFA initiating the arbitration against the defendant-debtor.
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determined whether at least one of the parties is an NGFA member. If so, an arbitration contract is then prepared by the National
Secretary for execution by both parties to the dispute.1 5 Once a
case is accepted into the system, no distinction is made between
member and nonmember firms.
B.

PROCESSING OF ARBITRATION CASES

All papers and pleadings relating to an arbitration case are
filed by the parties with the National Secretary, who then sends
copies to the other party or parties in the case by certified mail.'6
Time periods for responding to matters commence on the date a
party receives notice from the National Secretary. Section 6 of the
Arbitration Rules contains instructions to parties on preparing
7
their cases for consideration.'
Once both parties have executed the arbitration contract, the
National Secretary notifies the plaintiff to file its first argument.
Thereafter, the defendant is notified to file its answer including
any counterclaim or cross-complaint based on the same transaction. A rebuttal and surrebuttal are also permitted to be filed. A
party may be held in default for failure to file arbitration papers in
accordance with the time schedules contained in the rules which
range from ten to twenty days.' 8 The National Secretary may
grant limited extensions of certain time limits. However, requests
for extension must be made prior to expiration of the stated time
period. 19
As is the case with most arbitration systems, no formal rules
for discovery are contained in the NGFA's Arbitration Rules. The
general purpose of arbitration is to provide a fair, cost-effective
and timely way to resolve disputes. Formal discovery procedures
would likely lengthen the process considerably. While discovery is
not provided for in the rules, a party is not prohibited from seeking informal discovery. An adverse party's refusal to comply with
a reasonable request would probably show up as part of the
requesting party's case and might lead the arbitrators to believe
15. See Appendix B (an Arbitration Contract).
16. ARBITRATION RULES, supra note 11, § 5.

17. Id. § 6.
18. The authority to enter default judgments is exercised by the National Secretary.
While it is rarely necessary, default judgment was entered in favor of a plaintiff when the
defendant failed to file a timely answer to the plaintiff's first argument in a case. Both
parties had signed the Contract for Arbitration and the defendant was represented by
counsel. See AGRI Indus., Inc. v. Independent Grain Dealers, NGFA Arbitration Case No.
1593 (Oct. 28, 1982).
19. See ARBITRATION RULES, supra note 11, § 7(h).
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that the adverse party is trying to hide something. On the other

hand, unreasonable requests might backfire upon the requesting
party. NGFA's experience has been that parties recognize the rea-

sons for lack of discovery rules in arbitration and rarely seek discovery, whether formal or informal.
C.

PROCEDURE FOR DECIDING CASES AND APPOINTMENT
OF ARBITRATORS

Once all papers in a case have been filed with the National
Secretary, a three-member National Arbitration Committee is
selected by the National Secretary and approved by the NGFA

President. 20 The arbitrators should be NGFA members and must
be commercially disinterested with respect to the particular dis-

pute.2 1 Great care is taken to choose a balanced panel of persons

who have expertise in the issues involved in the particular case.
The arbitrators serve voluntarily, without compensation. By
donating their time and talents in such service, the arbitrators
keep the costs of arbitration to a minimum.2 2 Generally, the chair-

man of the arbitration committee is a person who has served as an
arbitrator in the past.
The parties have five days after receipt of notice of the members of the National Arbitration Committee to challenge the
appointment of any arbitrator "for prejudicial or other causes."

The National Secretary rules on such challenges and replaces the
committee member if the challenge is found to be valid.2 3
Arbitration committees handle the vast majority of the cases
by simply reviewing the written materials submitted by the parties. Each arbitrator is sent the complete file of the case. Gener20. See id. § 4(a).
21. See id. § 4(b).
22. See id. § 4(a) and (b).
23. See id. § 8(a). Each challenge to the appointment of a member of an arbitration
committee is carefully considered, and the National Secretary sometimes replaces an
arbitrator to avoid even the appearance of impropriety or unfairness. Actual prejudice on
the part of an arbitrator is rarely alleged or found likely to exist. The most frequent
challenge takes the form an allegation that a particular arbitrator might not be objective
because his employer is the competitor of a party. However, the Arbitration Rules
contemplate that competitors may be appointed to arbitration committees. Section 4(b) of
the Arbitration Rules provides that arbitrators are to be "experienced in the type of trade
involved" and "should be commercially disinterested with respect to the particular
dispute." Id. § 4(b). As a practical matter, almost everyone in the grain, feed and
processing industry is an actual or potential competitor of every other firm. Thus, the mere
fact that an arbitrator is employed by a competitor of a party is not ordinarily a sufficient
"cause" to replace such arbitrator. It has been NGFA's experience that potential arbitrators
carefully consider whether it would be appropriate to serve as such when contacted about
accepting appointment to a particular arbitration committee. Likewise, the National
Secretary reviews each arbitration file to identify any conflicts of interest that would not be
apparent by simply identifying the parties and the issues.
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ally, the chairman will hold one or more conference calls in which
the arbitrators will discuss the case and reach a final decision. One
person, usually the chairman, will prepare a written opinion containing the decision, which must be signed by each member of the
committee. If a finding is not unanimous, the dissenter usually will
write a minority opinion. Each party is notified of the decision by
certified mail.
The parties have the right to request an oral hearing on their
case. An official stenographic record of the oral hearings is taken
and is made part of the record of the case. However, such a
request must be filed on or before the filing date of the defendant's
surrebuttal.2 4 This ensures that persons contacted for service on a
particular arbitration committee will know at the time of acceptance that the case will require extra time, including travel to an
oral hearing. Ordinarily, oral hearings are held at the NGFA's
Washington, D.C. office. The party or parties requesting an oral
hearing must pay the costs of the hearing.
D.

ARBITRATION PROCESS MOVES EXPEDITIOUSLY

An arbitration case is scheduled to move forward on the following time schedule:
1.
2.

Plaintiff files claim with NGFA.
NGFA prepares arbitration contract (usually on the
day complaint is received) and mails to plaintiff for
signature, then to defendant (each party has 15 days
to return executed contract).
3. Plaintiff files first argument (20 days).
4. Defendant files answer (20 days).
5. Plaintiff files rebuttal (10 days).
6. Defendant files surrebuttal (10 days).
7. Arbitration Committee selected and parties notified
(10 days).
8. Arbitration committee issues decision (30 days).
Time from filing to decision (130 days).2 5
24. See id. § 8(f).
25. See AnBITRATION

RULES, supra note 11, §§ 5(a), (d), § 7. See also id. § 8(k) (provides
that arbitrators "shall endeavor to make their report within thirty (30) days after receipt of
final papers from the National Secretary."). The 30-day rule set forth in Section 8(k) has
been interpreted by the National Secretary to be a guideline for the arbitrators rather than
a required time limit for making the report of the arbitrators' decision in a case.

19921
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ARBITRATION APPEALS

The parties to an arbitration case have fifteen days after
receipt of notice of the National Arbitration Committee's decision
to comply with the terms of the award or appeal the decision.2 6
A party wishing to appeal files a notice of appeal within the
fifteen-day period after being notified of the decision. Importantly, the notice of appeal must be accompanied by a certified
check for the amount of the original award made payable to the
prevailing party. The check will be held by the National Secretary
pending a final decision by the appeals committee appointed to
consider the case.2 7 The notice of appeal should briefly state the
reasons for the appeal. The appellant also must pay an appeal fee
based on the amount in dispute but is not required to pay any service or filing fee. The appellee is sent a copy of the notice of
appeal by the National Secretary and is permitted twenty days in
which to file its answer.
At this point, the National Secretary assembles the entire record of the case, including the transcript of any oral hearing. An
index of the file is prepared so that the appeals committee members can easily locate various pleadings in the record. Importantly,
no new evidence may be submitted on appeal, and arguments on
appeal must be confined to the facts already contained in the
28
record.
A National Arbitration Appeals Committee of five persons is
then selected from a nine-member standing Arbitration Appeals
Panel that is appointed annually by the NGFA President. Ordinarily, the members of the panel are persons who have considerable
experience in both arbitration and the industry. The chairman of
the Arbitration Appeals Panel serves as the chairman of each
National Arbitration Appeals Committee unless he or she has a
conflict. Occasionally, a person is appointed as an "acting member" of the Arbitration Appeals Panel if necessary to avoid conflicts which arise. The parties are given notice of the appeals
committee members and have five days from receipt of notification to object to particular members of the committee for "prejudicial or other causes. 112
The appellant then files its brief within ten days of the receipt
of the record in the case (which usually takes the form of an index
26. See id. § 8(k).

27. Id. § 9(d).

28. See id. § 9(a).
29. Id. § 9(e).
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of the file since the parties have already received a copy of all
papers filed in the case). Thereafter, the appellee is given seven
days after receiving the appellant's brief from the National Secretary in which to fie its brief.
Once the appellee's brief has been filed and the appeals committee is supplied with copies, the committee proceeds to rule on
the appeal. The appeals committee ordinarily will confer through
one or more conference calls. Oral hearings may be requested by
the parties, but a request for oral argument must be made no later
than the filing of the appellee's answer. 3 0 A written decision is
prepared by the National Arbitration Appeals Committee and
must be signed by each member of the committee. Majority and
minority opinions may be prepared if the decision is not
unanimous.
Decisions of a National Arbitration Appeals Committee are
final and binding upon the parties. The parties must comply with
the decision of the appeals committee within fifteen days of
receipt of the decision. If the original prevailing party also
prevails on appeal, the certified check in the amount of the original award is forwarded to that party with notice of the decision.
IV.

STRING ARBITRATIONS, SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
AND OTHER ISSUES

A. STRING TRADES
Ordinarily, arbitration cases involve two parties with a contractual dispute. Occasionally, however, cases involve multiple
parties with a multitude of claims, cross-complaints and counterclaims. The most frequent of these cases involve what the industry refers to as "string trades" or "paper trades." String trades
involve subsequent purchase and sale of the same shipment occurring after formation of the original contract but before shipment is
received by the final receiver. Thus, each party in the "string,"
except for the first and the last, is both a buyer and a seller. This
practice is quite common in the domestic trade of grain moving by
barge. The typical transaction may involve five or six companies
in a barge shipment of grain which starts with a contract by the
first seller for delivery to a gulf port location. 1 While there are a
number of parties and contracts, only one physical delivery of the
grain will occur. The major contractual terms such as the quan30. See id. § 9(h).
31. For example, shipment f.o.b. New Orleans.
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tity, quality and shipment period or delivery date should be the
same. The price of grain in each contract obviously will vary, since
the economic reason for the existence of the "string" is the change
or anticipated change occurring in the market.
The first problem these cases present is that the time limits for
ordinary two-party cases are not always appropriate. Thus, Section 5(e) of the Arbitration Rules provides that the normal time
limits may be altered to accommodate the arguments between the
parties.
Section 5(f) of the Arbitration Rules provides that the parties
to the "string trade" may agree to permit exchange of arguments
between the plaintiff and ultimate defendant on the theory that
ultimate liability is being passed along the string. While this rule is
sometimes invoked, parties are often reluctant to release others
from the middle of a string because contractual terms between the
various parties are not ordinarily identical and often contain different language on warranties and disclaimers, etc.3 2 Of course, if a
party in the middle of a "string" turned out to be insolvent, the
party in contractual privity with the insolvent party may very well
be left holding the bag.
B.

COMPLEX CASES

Occasionally, cases involve issues that require special handling. For example, in one recent three-party case, one of the parties sought discovery from a foreign corporation that was not a
party to the arbitration proceeding. The arbitration case was held
in abeyance while the one party successfully obtained a discovery
order in a New York state court, which ordered the foreign corporation to make several of its employees available for depositions on
issues related to the arbitration case.
Another example is where, as previously noted, arbitrators
must be selected from the membership, which means that they
are employees of member companies. It also means that many
cases involve issues where knowledgeable nonattorneys serve as
arbitrators. Obviously, the use of experts in the industry is one of
the strengths of the system. Nevertheless, an attorney employee
of a member firm is occasionally appointed to serve as a member
32. This comment is based on the author's experience as NGFA's National Secretary in
reviewing the files of arbitration cases and discussing these matters with parties. For
example, in one case which was ultimately settled prior to the rendering of an arbitration

decision, the contract between two of the parties provided for a different shipment period
than the contracts of the other four parties in the string.
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of an arbitration committee when, for example, complex warranty
issues under the Uniform Commercial Code are being considered.
C.

DAMAGE AWARDS

NGFA's Arbitration System was designed primarily to resolve
contractual claims between parties in the grain and feed industry.
Consequently, most of the arbitration decisions involve calculation
of compensatory damages based upon a disputed agreement.
However, the Arbitration Rules do not limit parties to compensatory damages, and occasionally a party will seek special damages
33
including costs and attorney fees.
Several conclusions can be drawn from part arbitration
decisions.
1. Arbitrators often do award interest on claims to the
prevailing party based upon commercial interest
rates in effect during the period since the dispute
arose. Of course, if the party doesn't ask for interest,
it probably won't be awarded.
2. Occasionally, the prevailing party will be awarded
attorney fees. These instances appear to be limited to
situations where the arbitrators believe one party has
taken an unreasonable position. Also, one of the
advantages of arbitration is that a party does not need
an attorney in order to arbitrate a dispute. Thus, arbitrators are unlikely to award attorney fees to a prevailing party absent some special circumstance.
3. Arbitrators do not award prevailing parties their arbitration service fees, since each party is expected to
bear such costs as part of the arbitration process.
4. Arbitrators award substantial compensatory damages
when justified.
D.

ADVANTAGES OF ARBITRATION

Arbitration of disputes has a number of advantages including:
1.

it is easy to initiate and pursue;

33. See, e.g., Kinsho Int'l Corp. v. A.R. Smith & Co., NGFA Arbitration Case No. 1667
(Sept. 6, 1990) (granting defendant's request for attorney fees); but see Little Egypt Grain
Co. v. Consolidated Grain and Barge Co., NGFA Arbitration Case No. 1674 (May 23, 1991)
(denying plaintiff's claim for punitive damages). The Arbitration Rules do not limit the
types of damages recoverable in an arbitration case. Rather, it is up to the parties to set
forth in the arbitration complaint the type of damages being sought. See ARBITRATION
RULES, supra note 11, § 5(a).
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lawyers are not required;
cases are reviewed by experts in industry who ordinarily have experience in the particular subject matter
surrounding the dispute;
the result is binding on both parties;
arbitration is generally quicker than the courts; and
the costs of arbitration are fairly inexpensive. Each
side pays a service fee to NGFA based on the size of
the plaintiff's claims. Fees range from $200 for claims
up to $5,000 to a maximum fee of $800 on claims in
34
excess of $50,000.

ADMINISTRATION OF THE ARBITRATION SYSTEM
A.

ROLE OF THE NATIONAL SECRETARY

Under the Arbitration Rules, the National Secretary is
charged with administering the Arbitration System. 35 The
National Secretary is a full-time staff person who is elected to that
position by the Board of Directors or the Executive Committee in
accordance with the NGFA's Bylaws. 36 As such, the National Secretary makes most procedural decisions in connection with arbitration cases including making the initial decisions as to the
composition of arbitration committees. The selection of members
to serve on arbitration committees is subject to approval by the
industry-elected President of the Association.37
The National Secretary does not become involved with the
substantive decisions in arbitration cases. It is the exclusive province of the original arbitration committee or appeals committee
appointed to consider a case, and each arbitration committee must
make its own decision on the merits of that particular case. 3 8
B.

PUBLICATION OF DECISIONS

The Arbitration Rules provide that the decisions rendered in
arbitration cases shall be published and disseminated to the membership of the Association. Thus, the written opinion of each arbi34. See ARBITRATION RULES, supra note 11, § 5(c).
35. See id. § 1.
36. See BYLAWS, supra note 6, Art. VI, § 3.
37. See ARBITRATION RULES, supra note 11, § 4(c). The membership of the National
Grain and Feed Association voted to change the titles of various NGFA officers at the
annual convention on March 24, 1992. Under the changes, the industry-elected chief
executive officer will be known as Chairman. Also, the term " President" in the present
Arbitration Rules has been replaced by the term "'Chairman."
38. See supra notes 15, 29, 30 and accompanying text.
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tration committee and arbitration appeals committee is published.
Decisions are not published until final. Thus, if a case has been
appealed, both the original and appellate decisions will be published together.3 9
It has always been the custom of NGFA arbitration committees to write opinions which disclose the underlying facts, issues,
conclusions and reasoning of the arbitration committee. This is
reflected in Section 8(k) of the Arbitration Rules and stands in contrast to the custom in domestic commercial arbitrations conducted
by the American Arbitration Association.4 0
Written opinions serve a number of useful functions. First,
parties are better able to understand and accept the basis for a
decision when the arbitrators have articulated the reasons. Second, it forces the arbitrators to more thoroughly think through
their reasoning. Third, the publication of written opinions helps to
self-police the system because arbitrators know that their decisions
will be published and read by others in the industry. Fourth, the
published decisions serve as an educational tool for the industry by
communicating how particular disputes have been resolved.
While arbitration decisions are not formal precedent as to subsequent disputes, they are especially instructive to the membership
because arbitration cases often involve issues faced by others on a
daily basis. The arbitration decisions which interpret various provisions of the trade rules both educate and act as a check on the
trade rules by identifying areas which need clarification or have
simply become outdated because of changes in trade practices.
The arbitration decisions rendered during the past fifteen years
have been compiled and indexed by subject matter, trade rule and
for purchase from NGFA by both
description and are available
41
members and nonmembers.
VI.

TYPES OF TRADE DISPUTES ARBITRATED
NGFA arbitrations typically involve disputes between mem39. A copy of a recent opinion is attached as Appendix C.
40. See, e.g.,

AMERICAN

ARBITRATION

ASSOCIATION,

Guidelines for Expediting

Larger, Complex Commercial Arbitrations.
41. The cases are contained in Part II of a two-volume NGFA publication, Protecting
Your Company's Interests In TradingAgriculturalCommodities (1991) (a supplement to the
published cases and an updated index is available for purchase on a yearly basis). Part I
contains the proceedings of a two-day seminar on NGFA's Trade Rules and Arbitration
System held in August 1990. In 1920, the Grain Dealers National Association (NGFA's
former name) published all the decisions (along with a full index and a syllabus of each
decision) rendered from 1902 until 1920. Additionally, the NGFA maintains what appears
to be a complete set of every NGFA arbitration decision rendered since 1902.
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ber companies on domestic trades. However, a number of disputes between member and nonmembers are arbitrated each
year. Some of these cases are between member commercial firms
and farmers. Occasionally, cases involve international transactions, and the Arbitration System is especially adaptable for crossborder transactions involving Canadian and Mexican firms.42
While cases usually deal with mainstream grain contracts, NGFA
has arbitrated cases involving matters as diverse as whether corn
cob meal sold for use as a mushroom medium to a Japanese buyer
met contract specifications and a dispute over an almond hull and
shell contract.43
On average, approximately fifteen cases per year result in
published decisions. However, this understates the actual use of
the arbitration system, because a number of cases are settled by
the parties between the filing of an arbitration complaint and the
rendering of a final arbitration decision. The Arbitration System

was extremely busy during 1990 when as many as twenty-one
cases were active at one point. During the last fifteen years, the
most common trade disputes have involved issues related to the
meaning of different terms contained in contracting parties confir-

mations (the old battle of the forms), interpretations of "custom of
the trade" where the parties have not explicitly provided for some
matter, and disputes over quality differences (these usually arise
when the parties fail to address the method to be used to determine quality).

42. While NGFA will arbitrate international transactions, disputes arising from North
American grain exports (other than cross-border movements between the United States,
Canada and Mexico) are also arbitrated under other systems. North American exports are
also patterned on standard formats developed by the North American Export Grain
Association (NAEGA), Washington, D.C. (NAEGA contracts reference the Grain Arbitration
Rules of the American Arbitration Association); The Grain and Feed Trade Association, Ltd.
(GAFTA), London, England; and the Federation of Oils, Seeds and Fats Association, Inc.
(FOSFA), London, England. See Albert Slabotzky, Grain Contractsand Arbitration (Lloyds
of London Press Ltd. 1984) (an excellent discussion of international grain contracts and
their arbitration).
43. See Kinsho Int'l Corp. v. A.R. Smith & Co., NGFA Arbitration Case No. 1667 (Sept.
6, 1990); ConAgra, Inc. v. BOS Commodities, NGFA Arbitration, Case No. 1627 (Oct. 16,
1986).
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Adopted October 3,1901
Revised January , 1906
Amended October 17,1908
Revised October 12, 1910
Amended October 16, 1913
Revised September 27,1916
Amended September 25, 1918
Amended October 15, 1919
Amended October 13,1920
Amended October 5,192
Amended October 3,922
Amended October 3,1923
Amended October 20, 1926
Amended September 26,1928
Amended October 15,1940

Amended September 16, 1947
Amended October 11, 1949
Amended September 26,1950
Amended September 22, 1953
Amended March 14,1963
AmendedMarch 2S, 19
Amended March 20,1975
Amended March 23, 1977
Amended Mach 31,1978
Amended March 8,1979
Amended March 23,1982
Amended March 13,1984
Amended September 12, 1986
Amended March 27,1990
Amended March 12,1991

The Arbitration System
Description and Purpose

properly consider a case involving a dispute
between or among any of the following.

Section 1. The arbitation system of this
Association shall companse as many Naional
Arbitration Comnmiees consisting of three
members each as may be required by the narae and variety of disputes arising among the

(1) Actve members or Allied members of
the National Association (among whom arbi.
nation is made compulsory by the Association
Bylaws);

members, and an Arbitration Appeals Commitnen. These committees will be formed as
provided in Section 4.
The adminisuative work in connection
with arbitration shall be handled by the National Secretary.
The purpose of arbinationin this Associadon is to reduce ficton among its members.
avoid litigation, prevent misunderstandings
and adjust unsatisfacmry conditions.
Matters to be Arbitrated
Section 2. The tam dispute as used.
herein shall be deemed to cover the original
complaint as filed. and also any cross complaint counterclaim, or offset as set forth by
the defendant, but in no case shall the matters
submitted by the defendant be any other than
those directly related to the tansacon on
which the original complaint is made.
Jurisdiction
Section .
(a) A Naional Arbitration Committee may

(2) Members of the National and nonmembem, by consent of both parties or by court
order. In the absence ofacourz order acase be.
tween a member and a nonmember may not be
properly considered by the National Arbitration Committee without the consent of both

partes. If the contract in dispute between a
member and nonmember provides for arbinalon by the National Association or under its
Arbitration Rules, the parties to the cona
shall be deemed to have consented to arbi-ta.
on under these Arbitration Rules.
(b) No National Arbitration Committee
shall. except by consent of both parties, assume jmuisdiction over transactions between
members of the same regularly organized
Board of Trade or Grain Exchange when such
ransactons are subject to the terms of such
Board of Trade or Grain Exchange.
(c) When transactions by their express provision re made subject to the terms of a
eguldary organized Grain Exchange, the Na.
tionalArbitraton Committee shall rendcrthir
decsions in accordance with the terms of such
Bord of Trade or Grain Exchange, and such
terms shall be binding upon the Arbitation
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and Appeals Commite of the Natonal Grain
and Feed Association. All other decisions
shall be in accordance with the Bylaws and
Trade Rules of this National Association. and
all definitions included in the Trade Rules
shall apply under these Arbiwation Rules. like-

wise.
(d) The original complaint in connection
with any disputed maer proposed for arbitation must be filed with the National Secretary
within twelve (12) months after expiranion
date for performance of the contract or contracts involved. For cases, between a member
and nonmember arbitrated pursuant to court
ordie the complaint must be filed with the
National Secretary by either or both pames
within 30 days of issuance of court order.
(e) Th term member(s) as used in these
Arbit ation Rules shall mean Active or Allied
member. The term nonmember(s) shall mean
any individual or firm that is not an Active or
Allied member.
Formation of Committees
Section 4.
(a) Each National Arbitation Committee
of three arbitrators shall be selected by the
National Secrmtry and approved by the President with respect to each case to be refermd to
said committee.
(b) These arbitrators shall be selected from
the membership with a view to forming each
committ ofprominentpeople experiencedin
the type of trade involved in cases to be
brought before it. To qualify as an arbitrator,
a member should be commercially din-

ested with respect to the particular dispute
intended to be presentedto him for judgment
(c) Each Arbitration Appeals Committee
shall consist of five pesons selected by the
National Secretary from the Arbiration Appeals Panel and approved by the President with
respect to each case to be referred to said
commiae.
(d) In the event of the absence, resignation,
refusal to act or disqualification of a regular
member of a National committe, the President of the National shall fill the vacancy with
any eligible memberwho will consent to serve,
and said appointee shall have the same power
and duties as such regular member. The acts of
a commine so formed shall be of the same

effct as the acts of a regular committe.
Procedure for Instituting Cases

Section 5.
(a) To commence a case, a complaint must
be submitted to the National Secretary. is
complaint should state specifically the nature
of the dispute; including the defendant's name
and address, applicable contract numbers, date
of incident giving rise to the dispute, and the
amount of damages claimed.

(b)The National Secretary then will pmpare and submit to the disputants acontractfor
arbitration, to be signed by a responsible officer of each firm which is parry to the dispute.
This contract shall provide that the disputats
will agree to abide by the award of the National
Arbitration Committee or of the Arbitration
Appeals Committee., if the original verdict is
appealed by one or more of them; and to
release the Association and the members of
said committee(s) from all responsibility for
any exrors in judgment that may occur in any
respect whatsoever, and from any damage or
loss resulting from their act
(c) Upon signing said arbitration agreement. each disputant must pay an arbinaton
service fee based on the amount of the Plaintiff's claims as follows: Claim up to S5,000
($200 arbitration service fee); Claim ofS5,001
to $25,000 ($400 arbitration service fee);
Claim ofS25,001 to S50,000 ($600 arbitration
service fee); Claim of $50,001 and up (SSO0
arbitration service fee). In the event a case is
settled prior to the request to the plaintiff for
rebuttal parties will receive as refund of arbitration fees, fifty percent (50%) of the previously submitted fees. For cases settled following submission of the rebuttal. fees are non-refundable.
(d) In the event of a complaint being submitedby an Active membcrorAllied member
against another Active member or Allied
member, or nonmember by consent of both
parties, or by virme of a court order, it shall be
the duty of both parties to complete the contract for arbitration within fifteen (15) days
from the date the party receives the contract
from the National Secretary.
(e) In the event a parry against whom a
complaint has been filed desires to file a crosscomplaint. counterclaim, or offset, arising out
of the same transaction upon which the com-
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plaint is based, he shall be permitted to do so,
and same shall be passed upon by the National
AbirationCommittee. all with the same force
and effect as though the cross-complaint was
the original complaint. The cross-complaint
shall be filed at the same time the answer is
due. The complaint and the cross-complaint
shall be heard as ot case. For casesinvolving
a suing trade (a trade with subsequent
purchase(s) and sale(s) of the same shipment
occumng after formation of the original contract but before shipment is received by the
final receiver), the time limits established in
Rule 7 may be amended by the National Seretary to permit the exchange of arguments betwCe original plaintiff and ultirmat defendant.
(f) If all parties to a sting trade agree, and
consent to abide by the ultimate decision, the
original plaintiff and ultimate defendant will
be permitted to release the parties in the middle
of the suing from participaing in the Arbitradon.
Procedure for Preparing a Case
Section 6.
(a) In preparing either side of a case for
submission to aNational Arbitration Committe a party will be expected to finish(1) A concise and clearstareament of all that
is claimed. Parties to the arbitration are responsible for clearly presentng all aspects of
theircase (the NationalSecretary and the Arbitration panel are not responsbile for underting fact-finding searches or discovery);
(2) The contract or coutract if any, including all written evidence, letters, and rae.egrams, tending to establish the terms and conditions (or photostatic or verified copies

thereof).
The contract is the basis of most of the
cases in dispute between grain and feed firms,
and special care should be exercised to establish the terms and conditions of it, in the
preparation of a case of arbitration. An offer
by one parry to buy or sell, and the acceptance
of the offer by the other party. may constuue
the contract. The confirmation of the contract
may be essential in determining what the
ageement was, and should always be ineluded..
It is all-important that the contract, when

there is one, should be clearly and definitely
established;
(3) Shipping directions. if any;
(4) Bills of lading. if any(5) Inspection certificates from point of
shipment, if any;
(6) Inspection certificates from point of
destination. if any.
(7) Freight expense bills.ifthereis anydispute regarding f eight paid;
(8) Confirmation of freightrates, when that
question enrers into the case;
(9) Authority for freighit rare, when difference of rate is involved;
(10) Proof of marker difference when there
is any probability of the market difference
affecting the rights of the parties to the case,
either because of discounts for grade, delay in
shipment, or non-fulfillment of contract. The
proof of market difference might be the price
bulletin of the market to which the grain in
question was shipped, or intended to be
shipped, of those dates on which the price is to
be cstablished; but in case it is necessary to
establish such difference in a market where no
price bulletin is regulary issued, affidavits by
disinterested persons should be fi'amished.
(b) All evidence should be arranged in
chronological order to present a clear history
of the case.
(c) Evidence and argument must be sub-

mitted by all parties.
(d) When the original papers concerning
the ease cannot be supplied and copies are substituted, a statement should be made under
oath that the original papers have been lost or
ar beyond the control of the party offering
copies as evidence and that the copies, so
offered, ar true copies.
(e) All papers should be fastened together
sccurcly to avoid loss.
(f) Samples should not be submitted in evidence as the arbitrators will not act as inspectors or compare samples. If the grade or
quality of commodities is in dispute. inspecdon certificates or other documentary evidence must be submitted.
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Procedure for Handling a

se

Prior to Committee
Section 7.
(a) Each cue shall be filed in writing with
the National Secretary, and shall include all
the evidence and a set of pleadings as described above.
(b) The plaintif shall have twenty ,20)
days from the daze he receives notification
from the National Secretary to prepare and fie
his first argumenL
(c) Upon receipt ofthe firstpapers from the
plaintiff. the National Secretary shall withn
ten (10) days thereafter forward to the defendant a duplicate copy of all papers filed by the
plaintiff.
(d) The defendant shall have twenty (20)
days to forward its answer from the date it
receives the plaintiWs pleadings and evidence
from the National Secretary and to submit a
cross complaint or counterclaim.
(e) Upon receipt of such answer and of the
cross pleadings. if any, of the defendant, the
National Secretary shall forthwith and within
five (5) days forward a copy of same to the
plaintiff, who shall have ten (10) days after
receipt thereof to file a rebuttal.
(f) Upon s cipt of therebunal the National
Secretary shall forthwith and within five (5)
days forward a copy to the defendant, who
shall have ten (10) days from date ofreceipt to
file a surrebutral to the National Secretary.
(g) Upon receipt of the surrebumal the National Secretary shall within five (5) days ofreceipt thereof forward a copy to the plaintiff.
(h) Where a party has failed to file arbizradion papers in accordance with the tine limits
specified in this Section, the delinquent party
shall be deemed to be in default, except thereis
no obligation to file a rebuttal or surrebuttal
The National Secretary may for good cause
shown extend the time limits specified herein
for a period no longer than twenty (20) days
from the end of the specified time peiod.
Requests for extension of time must be made
pri'to expiration of the specified tineperod.
Any extension so ganted must be in writing.
and a copy thereof sent to both parties.

Procedure In Committee
Procedure In Committee
and In Announcing Awards
Section 8.
(a)When a case is fully prepared and ready
to be assigned for hearing, the National Secretary shall assign it to one or another qualified
committee as he may deem advisable for the
expeditious handling of the case in the Association. A member of the committee shall
disclose to the National Secretary any circumstances likely to affect his impartiality, including any bias or any financial or personal interestin the result of the arbi ration. Upon receipt
of any such information from a comminee
member, the National Secrary shall transmit
such information to both parties and replace
said member if either parry requests such action within five (5) days from receipt of such
information or after the voluntary withdrawal
of such comminee member. Upon assigning a
case a herein provided, the National Secretary shall notify each party of the names and
addrenes of the chairman and members of the
National Arbitration Committee processing
said case. Upon receipt of such notice, either
party to tie case may challenge the appointme of a member of the National Committee
for prejudicial or other causes within five (5)
days ofreceipt of this notice. Upon determination that such challenge is valid the National
Secretary shall replace such member.
(b)The Chairman ofaNationalArbitration
Committee may choose for his committee to
determine its awards, or otherwise dispose of
the cases submitted to it by one or more of the
methods hereinafterset out provided however.
that If either disputant requests an oral hearing
same must be held:
(1) By passing the papers from one to
another by mail
(2) By calling a meeting of the members
of a Committee;
(3) By calling a meeting of members of
the Committee to hear oral argument;
(4) By such other means as the Chairman
may deem necessary.
(c) A decision of the members of an Arbination Committee shall be by majority votc.
(d)A Committee cannot be called together
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more than once each calendar month, except
by the consent of every member of a Committed.

(a) A Committee cannot act at a meeting
thereof, unless all members ar present.
(f) When either party to an arbitration raquests an oral hearing, the same mut be held.
Such written request must be made to the
National Secretary on or before the filing of
tie defendant's sureburraL.
(g) The party requesting such an oral hering must pay whatever amounts, in addition to
the regular deposits as provided in Section
5(c), as shall be necessary to cover the additional expenses of the Committee for the bearing. The amount of such additional expenses
shall be determined and fixed by the Committee. In the event the party requesting an oral
hearing is a nonmember. said party shall advance the amount determined necessary to
cover approximately the additional hearing
expenses, including a stenographic recort as
set forth in subsection (h) and travel expenses
as set forth in subsection 0). The National

Secretary shal notify the requesting nonmembet within ten (10) days af trecipt ofan oral

heari

request: what the approximare ex-

penses ofthe hearing will be. Ifbothpardesm.
questanoral earin, the amount to be paid by
each in advance shall not exceed one-half of
the estimated amount. The amount specified
bythe National Secretary shall be advanced no
later than fifteen (15)days before the date set
for the hearing. Failure to advance expenses
may be pounds for denying a request for an
oral heaing or rendering the noncomplying
party in efaul. After the Commine determines and fixes the acual amount of additional expense incurred, the nonmember shall
berafundedorb ledby the National Secretary
for the difference between the amount advanced and actual costs.
(h) In the event of an oral hearing, the Nadoial Secretary shall make the necesmy atmgcmntu for the tating of an official stenogrphic record of the hearing. The paty or
parties rNqueswng the oral hearing shall pay
the cost of such record directly to the National
Secretary in accordance with the normal procedure for paying the hearing costs. The NatLonal Secretary shall pay the reporting agency
in accordance with their agement. The
stenograhic record shall be made apart of the
official transcript ofth cst .
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(i) When a case is to be considered as in
(b)(3) above, the Chairman of the Committee
shall fix a time and a place foris hearing, and
shall give the National Secretary fifteen (15)
days notice of the date and the place so fixed.
so as to enable the National Secretary to give
the parties to the arbitration ten (10) days
notification of the dare and the place of the
hearing lathe event ofa nonmember reque t
for oral hearing, the dae so fixed shall be no
sooner ta fifteen (15) days from the date the
amount advanced for approximate expenses is
received by the National Secretary. Neither
party shall seek to postpone de hearing of a
case longer than ten (10) days after such datn
has been set. unless good cause, satisfactory to
the Committee, can be shown therefor. Requests for postponement must be received by
the Chairman of the National Arbitration
Committee at least five (5) days prior to the
date set for hearing.
(D The members of the National Arbitration Committee, the National Secretary, and
the Association's legal counsel shall receive
the amount of their actual traveling and hotel
expenses when attending meetings to consider
a case or to hear oral testimony.
(k) Th National Arbiuation Committee
shall act promptly on aU cases submitted, and
shall endeavor to make their report within
thirty (30) days after receipt of fina papers
from the National Secretary. The awards of the
National Arbitration Committee shall be dated
on the day they a received a the office of the
National Secretary, and copies of said awards
shall be mailed by the National Secretary to the
parties to the arbitration within five (5) days
after receipt thertof Each award shall contain
a concise statement of the pertinent facts and
the conclusions of the National Arbitration
Committee and the reasons therefor. The pardes to the arbitration shall le a notice of appeal, or comply with the terms of the National
Arbitration Committee's Award within fifteen
(15) days from the receipt of said award.
(L)All money received by the National Secmary for account ofarbitration shall beplaced
with the general funds ofthe National Association. and the expenses of said arbitation shall
be paid out of said general fund.
(in) A bulletin shall be published as fequently as is necessary to give the details, as
hereinafter provided, of all cases arbitrated.
awards made, and any other information ela-
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dve to the subject of arbitration which may be
deemed of inter to the members of the Association. Copies of the bulletin shall be mailed
to all active members of the National Association and t6 the Secretaries of all Affiliated
Associations. Said bulletin shall set forth:
(1) The names of the plainf and the defendans

£1,200 for a claim of S25.001 to S50,000; and
S1,60 foraclaim ofS0,001 ormore. Thefta
shall be deposited with the National Secretary
by the appellant before the case will beconsidered. Said appeal fee shall be deposited at the
time notice ofappeais given. If not deposited.
the award of the NationalArbitration Committee shall be affirmed or de appeal dismissed.
Any overage of the deposit above actual costs
shall revert to the general treasury of the National Association.

(2) The award(s) of the Committee, giving
the names of the plaintiff and the defendant in
each cae the namm of the cue and the
(d) Notice of appeal from an award of a
amount involved, the award and such other
information as may be of interest to the meri- National Arbitration Commitee accompanied
by a statement in duplicate of the reasons
therefore shall be filed with the National Sec(3) Notice of failmues to comply with the
retay within fifte (15) days from the date of
terms of awards, giving a record of each case; receipt of the said award. The said notice of
appeal shall be accompanied with the appel(4) Notice of refusals to arbitrate, giving a
record of each case, and any reasons offered lant's appeal fee and his certified check for the
amount of the National Arbitration Commtfor said refusals;
tee's award in dollars and cents, if any, payable to the adverse party, to be held by the
(5) Notice of failures to answer the correspondence ofthe National Secretarrelativeto
National Secretary pending the decision of the
arbitration.
Arbitration Appeals Committce.
Appeal Procedure
Section 9.
(a) A decision of the National Arbittation
Committee shall be final unless appealed by
either party. If timely and properly appealed,
the case shall be reviewed by the Arbitration
Appeals Committee and affirmed, modified,
reversed or it may be remanded for reconsideration by the National Arbitradon Committee Thire shall be no appeal unmr these rles
from the decision of the Arbitration Appeals
Comminee. The party or partes to the appeal
shall comply with the terms ofthe National Ar.
biitraton Appeals Comnite award within
fifteen (15) days from the receipt of said
award. Arguments on Appeal shall be confined only to the facts contained in the record
of the cae. Any new evidence submitted in
violation of this rule may be removed from the
argument upon request: of the Naonal Secretary, or if necessary the chairman of the Arbitration Appeals panel shall instruct the panel to
disregard the new evidence.
(b) Any decision of the Arbitration Appeals Committee must be signed by a majority
of the members thercof.
(c) The appeal fee, payable only by the
appellant, shall be £400 for a claim up to
£5,000; SSOO for aclaim of $5,001 to S25,000.

(a) Within ten (10) days from the receipt of
a notice of appeal at his office, the National
Secretary shall forward to the appellee, by
registered or certified mail, a copy of the
appellant's statement ofzeasons and the appellee shall have twenry (20) days from the date of
receipt of the said statement of reasons in
which to file his answer. Upon receipt of the
appellee's answer, the National Secretary
shall assemble a record of the case, indexed
and with pages numbered consecutively, including the aforementioned statements of
appeal and answer and any other papers he
deem pertinen to the cate Immediately upon
the completion of the numbered tnscript the
National Secretary shall submit the complete
file of papers to the National Arbitration Appeals Committee, the appellant, and the appel-

let.
At the same tim the National Secretary
sends copies of the tnscript to the appellant
and appelee he shall inform them of the
names of the members of the Abitration
Appeals Committee and giving notice that a
challenge for prejudicial or other causes
would be entertained for five (5) days from
receipt of such notice. Upon a valid challenge
being made. the president must immediately
name a replacement or replacements to the
Committe.
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(f) Within ten (10) days of receipt of the
record of the case, the appellant shall file ten
(10) copies of a brief of his cue with the
National Secretary, each argument keyed to
facts contained in the record of the case.
Appellee shall file his brief, in the same form
and number as the appellant's brief, within
seven (7) days after dam of receipt of appellant's brief from the NationalSearwary. Upon
receipt of the appellee's brief. the National
Secretary shall send a copy to the appellant.
and copies of both briefs to the Arbittion
Appeals Commitme.
(g) The Arbitation Appeals Committee
shall meet at the call of the chaiirman, at aplace
to be designated by him. at which meeting the
Committee shall consider and decide such
cases as are property pending before the
Committee; provided, however, that the chairman may submit any such cases to members of
the Committee by mail, for their decision by
mailas hemayconsiderproper. Onrequestof
either disputant the Arbitration Appeals Committee shall bear oral argument, but no new
evidence shall be heard in the appeal of any

cast_
(h) Request fororal argumet may be made
at any time from filing of the notice of appeal
until the appellee files his answer. Except
when a nonmember has requested an oral
hearing, the chairman of the Arbitraon Appeals Committee shall set the date for oral
argument as soon as practical. In the ivent of a
nonmember request for oral argument, the
time limits in the preceding sentence shall not
commence until after the requesting party has
advanced the approximate expenses of the
meeting as provided forin this section. Appelintshall haveone hourforopening statement;
appellee shall have one hour and fifteen minutes for his argument; and the appellant shall
have fteen minutes confined to rebuttal argumet.
(i) The expenses incurred incident to the
meeting of rheArbizzation Appeals Commit
shall be borne by the Association. unless the
Committee meeting is held pursuant to a request for oral argumen. All expenses incident
to a commite meeting held to hear oral argumert shall be met by the party or parties
requesting oral argumen. In the event a parry
requesting oral argument is a nonmember said
disputant shall be required to advance the
amount necessary to cover the approximate

expenses of the meeting, including a stenographic record as set forth in subsection (j) and
the travel expenses set forth in section 8(j).
Within ten (10) days of receipt of a nonmember's request for oral argument the National
Secretary shall notify said nonmember of the
approximate expenses thereof. The amount
specified shall be advanced by the requesting
nonmember no later than ten (10) days after
notification from the National Secretary. If
both parties request oral argument. the amount
paid in advance by one parry shall not exceed
one-half of the estimated amount. Failure to
advance approximate expenses required hereunder may be grounds for dismissal or affirmance of the appeal. After the Committee
determines and fixes the actual amount of additional expense incurred the nonmember advancing expenses hereunder shall be given a
refund or billed by the National Secrecry for
the difference between the approximate
amount advanced and actual costs.
(j) In the event of oral argument., the
National Secretary shall make the necessary
arrangements for the taking of an official
steographic record of the appeal arguments.
The pary or parties requesting the oral argu.
ment shall pay the cost of such record diretly
to the National Secretary in accordance with
the normal procedure for paying the hearing
costs. The National Secretary shall pay the
reporting agency in accordance with their
agreement. The stenographic record shall be
made a part of the official tanscript of the
case.
(k) Where a party has failed to file appeals
papers in accordance with the time limits
specified in this section that party shall be
deemed in default except that the National
Secretary may for good cause shown extend
the time limits specified herein for a period no
longer than twenty (20) days from the end of
the specified time period. Requests for extension of time must be made prior to expiration
of the specified time period. No extension of
time shall be granted for filing of a notice of
appeal. Any extension so granted must be in
wrting, anda copy t=of sato bothparties.
Miscellaneous
Section 10.
(a) Whenever any papers. documents, or
pleadings ate required to be filed. ther should
be filed with the National Secretary ten (10)
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copies thceof which sad copies shall be disposed of as follows: the original shall be rnmined by dhe National Sectaty one copy
shall be mailed to each of the members of the
Natonal Arbitrain Commiue one copy
shal be mailed to the adverse pazy five copies shallbereained by the Secrmary. andifan
appal be taken from the kwas ofthe National
Arbitration Committee, said five copies shall
be mailed to the members of the Arbitraton
Appeals Commutee. This tmi shal apply
with equal force and effiect to the penclon.
complaint. =bdmh amawem, and cross complainu, and any and al otherpapers that cih=
party dashes to or may be required to file.
(b)In com
time,
g
dhe
fiz day shall be
excluded and the last day Includ-d If. however, the first or lsst day falls on a Saturday,
Sunday, or a national legal holiday, then the

net business day shall be considered the first
or last day. The final date for filing required
documents orpapas inany proceedings under
these rules shall be midighz ofthe stated fid
day.
(c)Reistred
e orepu s
shall bo usd to do
i th mi= of any
filing in accordance with the several pesods of
time speaifled in Secons 7. 8 and 9 of thess
Arh itaion Rules. As used throughout these
Rules, the t
"Olng" shall men the ime at
which the document is mailed first class mail.
postage prepaid. or by a zecogni:zd overnight
delivery service. No examsion oftime shall be
ranted for fling a notice of appeal. All time
limits placed on the National Secretary shall
begin an the dea the National Secretary recaives the document orrequest which triggers
his obligation.
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Appendix B

NATIONAL GRAIN AND FEED ASSOCIATION
CONTRACT FOR ARBITRATION

For the purpose of avoiding litigation and in consideration of saving time and expense,
we the undersigned parties, hereby agree to submit the following controversy to arbitration by
the National Grain and Feed Association for its decision and award in writing.
(insert description of the case here)
We agree that we will comply with all of the National Grain and Feed Association Rules,
including, but not limited to those roles requiring nonmembers of the Association to approximate
expenses in advance when an oral hearing-is requested by a nonmember. We understand that
noncompliance with the rules may result in a default judgment.
We further agree that we will abide by the decision of said committee, and that its
decision shall be final, subject to the Arbitration Rules of the National Grain and Feed
Association relating to appeals.
We hereby release all members of the committee (including any appeals committee) from
any responsibility for error in judgment in any respect whatsoever and from any damage or loss
allegedly suffered by reason of their acts. In case any member of the regularly constituted
committee cannot take part in the hearing of this case, the Association in compliance with the
Arbitration Rules may appoint another member of the Association to so act; and in that event
all the terms of this agreement shall be binding on us as though all the members of the regular
committee had taken part in the hearing of this case. Even in such a case compliance with the
award shall be in accordance with the rule4 of the Association applicable thereto.
COMPANY
ADDRESS
DATE

BY

WITNESS

TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS

DATE

BY

WITNESS

TITLE
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AppendiN.._...

/DArbitrationDecision'
-law

Ntoa Ganad edAsolto

_

August29. 1991

Arbltration Case Number 1672
Plaintlff
Danvers Farmers Elevator, Danvers, l.
Defendant: Midwest Marine Management Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Sbtement of te cas
Tis dspa

invckved two barge affid

umta-

On Oct 20.1989. birwest hazia. Managent
Cm iaed to Danvers Famim EL-vartmaadmam
incan
ctngr
-beedo dubang.
fiom la (sic) hail Octoberto December- uad "Te rate
,-n- ft=1,,,
n 182 1i2 p=wto 137 ,
-2percm
."

Ocanceing the AM caaalct die plaidff. Danvers
Xaers Eavamr, on Set. 7. 1989 purchased fln di
cO Nov. 3.1989,
wet Marine Maenagmnt
defedrm. hfldws Maia Managaem Co.. Img a
OD. ismed
a ranenmfrthe twoa 000I Ir Advanc Thing hnc- DlWninWMn HL. we
d ,ns hon
mardn setting, -M cawdmona,
barge aItMige for deltvay in Deember 1969. DIM- Dec. 1,1989 to Den.15, 1989," anlb rats zrain
na Ri-eg ezdauin Calcag at 140 peon Of urliff
Danves lmers E-evaztmarddzionueafil
br ,,sd
issud am ffmaim of sale
adhe
Undertm;
&xovf
rN(3FABrpFaWT=dbessad both par is a
noti..a-m
,g
fag Rule K4th plaidft Danvers Fsare= Elevatur
"aetog:
madeklm against she dft.u Jidwes Marine
Maua
aCD. lbr oqdbmme.c ad demnd
nepan oanceiadcar
"Paymaz:t Invoiad
$18,51LO Ies S4,208.75 paid by idwes Maie
anditions
Subjec to:The Nali,,,,
M-ain and
Feed Assocadmirls Rat.. No
ManaememCo.cn aboxtFab. 10.1990cr$14,309.75
Appicalar. Cawada by
,ttweek not. ic damwas based upo abarge fb value of
230pacat ofutzff estblisd oan
Jan. 8.1990. bklf Decamlbr
Wes Maive Mmagnmn CO. $Ought nva fou
mkAu gw
Nwdmu adins am valdms. f
Davrs Fanero
s NEvaor of e S4.275 it paid
'L400W3nmkuendComardbyD=W15
Danver in emr, plus tnmem.
On Sep. 19. 1989. Danive Famem Ecavo me
sunder pmdne bough take Alvan Tharing fam
The Decsion
hmu bfldwet Marha Mmagmu Co. of two barge
afflibMClfbshaif O ber99,11IMsRvu.
i1e tl a fund
ovtdnce
wereby Danvems
exciu Clcago a 182 W2penzofmd
Damve
Farm s e-var pmvi(e notce to ibidwest Marne
idaliass aucal
,I
canandon. hfdw iessued
a
Mmgm
Co. formal/c ucive piann,,nt of
ato die
mlo
nie. onafinmadon atbe balunda
bages at a spedfic origin paint on the Miinda Ever
pai nadngin pardcar
-ugthe die peiod of dft conmm. TaheaMUiMMM
believedreahrpatya malbasoapaper muacdnwdh
"Qamdt
Two bringes,.
l.4 inn eci
n antrusi of m 1 pedzbmnc 1e dLe Itnker-s
price:
Pewla ae Base"
~c tin."No applcation" adby narlgthazay
PaYm=
InvOce ra ucacmd m
ioicing fw mke dff e ce would be. "Invoice ,
add*
Subjec t: 11. Nalkml Grain and
upo
"N o n." Dec m .despa
m sgNalyagmed
Fad Asodadm Rles. No Appic.
mo"No application. die prvls of NOFA Bage
aba. Canceflaon by Oct. 20.1969."
1201 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 830

*

WasMngton, D.Q. 20

0

(202) 289873
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Freight TradngRule 14 addressing falure to place e no
applicable to this arbitration matrer.
Itisnohearbitratis' responsiity odeth ethe
values for cancellation fom te time the iddal conraCts
were etremoduandDec. 15. th lat day agreedupon for
The Award
The committee denied Danvers Farmers levamrs
claim against Midwest Matine Management Co. The
ommitee kund Midwest Marits Managemn CD's
paymenwto Danvers Famers leva ortnFebruary. almost

[Vol. 68:539

twomonthsaferthelasdamforcancelltton mbeineror
and awartied te 42.75 Midwest Marine Managememn
wim n=teres
Submited with the cmsent and approval of te
arbitratd ommittee. whme anme antlisted below:
William Schmidt Jr. Charman
Bunge Corp.
St. Louis. MO.
Peter Hubbard
Stephen Logpan
Gabe IOption & Sots Inc. Midland Enerprises lr.
canton Mo.
Cincinnasi Ohio

Arbitration Appeals Case Number 1672
APPELLANT:
APPELLEE:

Danvers Farmers Elevator, Danvers, III.
Midwest Marine Management Co., SL Louis, Mo.

Majority Opinion
MicArbitation AppealsComnmitteeindividually Ind
iloecively mvicwedallbe evldencesi hledlinxtbation case munber 1672 and reviewed the findingdd
onclusiom of the odrinal arbitration commitee.
rbe Abitratian Appeals Committee. by majority,
voted to reverse the findings of the original arbitration
cmmnr and to make an award to the plaintiff (appellai) Danvers Farmers Elevator.
The majority of the Arbitration Appeals Canmine
agreed with the original arbitration committee that Barge
Freiti Thing Rule 14, addressing faile o place a
basr. lsnot applicabl tothe facts in this case. Howee,
the Arbtration Appeals Commiee believedthattheuad
pracicebetweentheseparies, wbenindefaul was ax 1)
emend the contract perod or, 2) after giving onace. then
cancel the conracts at a fair make value.
Themajortyoft appealscommefoundthaboth
Pasm-contratallyag dtoabapfrighcnmct with
no expectatim of actual placement. but with the expectaton thatthe value of the contact would parallel the value
of the physical barge freight marke

ine~~uuclieo
urca an nyLec.
15,1989, witd dte t (diffelmn between t originally
cmnraced rat and the cunmcatim rae) tobe paid when
.invoiced
Because of the =eme dyer coanditim of low waW
and ice and the varying barge fhelt&quotes depending
upon locatio and the ability of the barge(s) to move, t
Pa were unable to agree upon acanceladon rare By
tlir acton. both parties apparently agreed UDextend the
curpkPeriod until Danvers Farmers Elevtor, dnugh a
heMWe.
formally declared idwest Marine management
Co. in default on Dec. 29. 1989.
Danvers Farmers Eevatcrimnrced bldwestmume
Management Co. -n Jan. B.1990. for the difference
between the original Ms and 230 1ee of tadfwrich
Danvers claimed be the the-currerz make 'The mvoie
was refused by udwesM. which claimed dhe marker was
m defied. During the arb
p no qcess.
Midwest
argued the cCnImS were vague and unemnfrceabe.
The appeals
cixuinuee believed these cntracs were
aforceable and a barge frdght markt determination for
contract cancellation must be made. Otherwise. the
conacting party who is disadvantaged by a subsequen
market would simply deny his coru-actual liability.

19921]

Mactdcenation was undoubtedy ditfff-t but
ater con tcance la
dons did occurin lat December
1989 and early
January 1990.

The Award

would be a measure of the value of Illinois River barge
eigh. twas in Act int ed to easubsdute fbrbarge
fiighL Unfoummely, the cotrce terms were seriously
delice far accumpUnng thir intended purpose. In
particlar. rdvey significantly. ft contra were ilem

reping diu
To determine die barge fteigetmarke, the appeals
cc
aent1nr ldaunMidweManmag
Co. badcancelledtift bargaes withoercusime at 191
p1e I on Dec. 26. 1989 d purchased dim barge on
ian.4.1990 at 230r
decided
ea
to use the average
of 212.5 pe-r to calculam die award.
beawad
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theAppefllnDsavrsFamerElevaor.

re oludon in die event die paris could

not aee oanfair marketvalue bor the purpose of pricing
canellationis. Tis was indeed a serious over-

a.
The suado was thi significantly cpcitcated by
the pardes' failure to exercise in a timely marmer their
dghoanDec. 16.1989. afterie'"drop-dead"canceflation
dare of Dec. 15. 1989 had passed.

is Ufollows:
1.Bagc(14 0 t

It is the view of this conmittee m-ber do since
dzse ,,, c.sv entcanrscu
-ort~bt

wom)Bous a 140 puamn
72.5 prcmet
x4.81=

S 48MZ1S

2. DBaeCM aban
m) Bou& at 137 i2 peacau
75pacm z 4.81-

Ncuom adm diffuse dumo
Owem
havsc ay.mntc
aI
Balms. duoDawm

10101.00

14.98115
0,'r4.
S1.774A0

T
peais panel also awarniedi t
U0es1at
l0pene
permm fromFeb. 9, 1990 (30daysaft'mvoiced) umr

Paid.
Submited with the consent and majority approval of
ie Arbidn Appeals Comminee wmse names appear
below.

L Sand Hacked
Genera hils Inc.
Minneapos. Mn

Dan B. Mllke
Kokomo Grain Co. Inc.
Kokomo. Ind.

DeVm C. Janses
Consolidae Grain
andBarge C.

Robert W. Obrock
.id-StMes Terminals Inc.
Toed Ofo

SL Louis. MO.

Mlnortty Opinion
As a member of die Arbinindon Appeals Committee
thazreviewedthiscase.itwasmyopinionthatheodgal
decision of the arbitradon commiure should be affirmed.
It clearly was not the imentim ofeidrpary to enter
ino acuact for affreighineer. Rather. as evidenced by
die wr e com ts and by the actions of both parties.
they intended to cream a contractal inesument ta

rmber were dske inum-t - dti "custm-. Mudr and no the Trde Rules should be relied upon to
resolve this dipute.
The problem for Danves Farmes Elevator and hflla Madutbnlagemr z Co. was to define the value of
the
That was ot m easy task. since te
underying maret that these con-acts were expected to
rlld wmano ieaa richwiih
trantons f~rg
height during the affected ime period. Rather, most
unIom were for guaranteed pernanance during a
vey gldme rmeorwere for "oo-sadn" equipment.
Accordingly, since Danvers Famen

Elevator Co.

be ieved ime te aggrieved party. urad pacti

would

dictat thato Dec. 16.1989 thatiepass noice ofddaul
toldwestMazne. Then the net day Danvers Farmers
Elvaor Co. should have:

0 arempted to discover a representaive boa dde
nsacm that replcated the connct terms in the
barge hight markec or
Mexecuted a bona de represenrative ransacdon.
mthmeactm would have established the madk with.
omquesdo hlthis sluadon-DanversFanners evator's
falurmdefiritvy dede the market on or sbou Dec.
16. 1989. led me to conclude that Danvers failed to
sarisfac
identify its damage& if any.
Accordingly, Danvers' appeal should be demied and
die oiginal decision of the arbinadon commitie should
be affirmed.
Paul Krug. Acting Chaiman
Continental Grain Co.

Cicago. 111.

